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FORM 2   -   CRIMINAL INFORMATION 

ONTARIO COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

 

 

-  and - 

 

 

Sgt Kevin Alexander (#7874) 
Cst Devin Pinkney (#30147) 
Cst Matthew Ren (#9780) 
Cst M. Taraso (#9345) 
 
Nicholson (#1403) 
Ekter (#1488) 
Clayton (#520) 
Cst Pettit  (#675) 
Sgt A. Gill (# 665) 
Ben Clarke (#1117) 
M. Fraser (#1419) 
L. Toscani (#1445) 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) 
 
Sgt R Forde (#7818) 
E Babayev (#11454) 
Y. Chou (#10828) 
D. Huynh (#66112) 
I. Lam (#8967) 
J. Mackrell (#10068) 
 
Ryner (#17) 
Sgt Bradley Sidock 
Lenis ?? (#35) 
Michael Logue 
G Gibson (#210) 
S/Sgt Regan James 
Jenn Moore 
Justin Weese 
G MacKley 
 
Adam Houser 

        (defendant(s))   
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CRIMINAL INFORMATION 
 
NAMES OF ACCUSED: 
 

Halton Regional Police Service: 
Sgt Kevin Alexander (#7874) 
Cst Devin Pinkney (#30147) 
Cst Matthew Ren (#9780) 
Cst M. Taraso (#9345) 

 

Hamilton Police Service: 
Nicholson (#1403) 
Ekter (#1488) 
Clayton (#520) 
Cst Pettit (#675) 
Sgt A. Gill (#  665) 
Ben Clarke (#1117) 
M. Fraser (#1419) 
L. Toscani (#1445) 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) 
 

Toronto Police Service: 

Sgt R. Forde (#7818) 
E. Babayev (#11454) 
Y. Chou (#10828) 
D. Huynh (#66112) 
I. Lam (#8967) 
J. Mackrell (#10068) 

 

Legislative Protective Service (Queens Park): 

Ryner (#17) 
Sgt Bradley Sidock 
Lenis ?? (#35) 
Michael Logue 
G. Gibson (#210) 
S/Sgt Regan James 
Jenn Moore 
Justin Weese 
G. MacKley 

 

Ontario Provincial Police 
 

Adam Houser 
 
(all DOB's  - UNKNOWN).  
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ADDRESS OF THE ACCUSED: 
 
The accused are employed as POLICE OFFICERS  as follows: 
 
Hamilton Police Service 
155 King William Street Box 1060, LCD1 
Hamilton, Ontario Canada  L8N 4C1 
905-546-4925 
 
Mountain Station #30 
400 Rymal Rd. E., Hamilton, ON, L9B 1C2 
Reception: (905) 546-4930 
Fax: (905) 546-3830 
 
 
Toronto Police Service 
40 COLLEGE STREET 
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5G 2J3 
416-808-2222 
 
 
Halton Regional Police Service 
2485 North Service Rd W, Oakville, ON L6M 3H8 
(905) 825-4777 
FAX 905-465-8701 
 
 
Legislative Protective Service 
Room NB01, Main Legislative Building 
111 Wellesley Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1A2 
416-325-1114 
FAX:  416-325-9912 
 
 
Ontario Provincial Police 
1160 North Shore Boulevard East 
Burlington, Ontario,  L7S 1C5 
T: 905-681-2511 
F: 905-681-2893 
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PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE: 

 
DATE OF OFFENCE:      
 
BURLINGTON:      Friday, August 20, 2021, between 1:30 PM and 3:30 PM 
   - (Sgt Kevin Alexander (#7874), Cst Devin Pinkney (#30147), Cst Matthew 
   Ren (#9780) at District 30) 
 

 Wednesday, September 1, 2021, between 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM 
   - (Adam Houser at Burlington OPP) 
 
   Saturday, September 18, 2021, between 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
   - Cst M. Taraso (#9345) 
 

 
 
QUEENS PARK:  Saturday, July 24, 2021, between 12 noon and 2:00 PM - & other dates not 
specified. 
  - (Ryner (#17), Sgt Bradley Sidock, Lenis ?? (#35), Michael Logue, G. Gibson 
  (#210), S/Sgt Regan James, Jenn Moore, Justin Weese, G. MacKley) 
 
 
TORONTO: Saturday, July 24, 2021, between 12 noon and 4:00 PM 
  - (Sgt R Forde (#7818), E. Babayev (#11454), Y. Chou (#10828), D. Huynh  
  (#66112), I. Lam (#8967), J. Mackrell (#10068) at 40 College St [HQ]) 
 
 
HAMILTON:  Friday, August 13, 2021, between 3:00 PM and 7:00 PM. 
   - (Nicholson (#1403), Ekter (#1488), Clayton (#520), Cst Pettit  (#675) at  
  FORTINOS) 

- (Sgt A. Gill (#  665) at Station 10) 
 
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 between 1:30 PM and 4:00 PM. 
- (Ben Clarke (#1117) at station 10) 
 
Wednesday, September 1, 2021 between 11:30 AM and 1 PM. 

  - (M. Fraser (#1419), L. Toscani (#1445), Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) at station 30) 
 
 
 
 
LOCATION OF OFFENCE:     
 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO: 
FORTINOS - 50 Dundurn St. S. Unit B, Hamilton, ON L8P 4W3; 
Hamilton Police Service 

155 King William Street Box 1060, LCD1, Hamilton, Ontario Canada  L8N 4C1 
Hamilton Police Service 

Mountain Station #30 
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400 Rymal Rd. E., Hamilton, ON, L9B 1C2 
Reception: (905) 546-4930 
Fax: (905) 546-3830 

TORONTO, ONTARIO: 
Toronto Police Service 

40 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO M5G 2J3 
 
BURLINGTON: 
Halton Regional Police Service 

3800 Constable Henshaw Blvd, Burlington, ON L7M 3Y2 
Ontario Provincial Police 
 1160 North Shore Boulevard East,  Burlington, ON, L7S 1C5 
 T: 905-681-2511 
 F: 905-681-2893 
Burlington City Hall 
 426 Brant St, Burlington, ON L7R 3Z6 
 
QUEENS PARK, TORONTO, ONTARIO: 
Legislative Protective Service 

Main Legislative Building 
111 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M7A 1A2 

 
 
OFFENCES ALLEGED:     PARTIES TO OFFENCE: RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT OF 
CHILDREN, CHILD ABUSE, ELDER ABUSE, HEALTHY PEOPLE ABUSE, BREACH OF 
TRUST, INHUMANE ACTS ON CIVILIAN POPULATIONS, BODILY HARM, DISOBEYING A 
STATUTE, MISCONDUCT,  OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE, OBSTRUCTING RELIGIOUS SERVICES, 
NUISANCE, CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE, CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE CAUSING DEATH, 
CULPABLE HOMICIDE, ADMINISTERING A NOXIOUS SUBSTANCE, EXTORTION, FALSE 
PRETENCE, FRAUD, INTIMIDATION, WILFULLY CAUSING EMERGENCY, CRIMES AGAINST 
HUMANITY, MISCHIEF, TORTURE, DOMESTIC TERRORISM, HOAX regarding TERRORISM, 
and MURDER  as LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER.  
 
 
 
Section 21- Party to offense.  
The accused did unlawfully commit and/or were parties to numerous offenses. In particular, 
violating section 126 Criminal Code - Disobeying a Statute. The statute violated was section 7.0.2 
(1) & (3) of the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act. Emergency measures were not 
in accordance with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The measures violated section 
1 of the Charter as there was never any sworn, under oath DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED 
evidence or reasoning for an emergency declaration. The accused recklessly and wantonly 
disregarded section 1.2 of the Police Services Act. 
The accused aided and/or assisted by not SAFEGUARDING fundamental rights and freedoms and 
the Human Rights Code. 
 
The emergency measures violated virtually every aspect of section 2 of the Charter. In particular, 
one's ability to have an alternative opinion and/or  belief due to overwhelming fear mongering and 
false facts regarding how hospitals and test centers were overloaded - they were not. Freedoms 
affected were freedom of peaceful assembly, freedom of association. The measures isolated 
virtually everyone in Ontario. Isolation is know to cause SUICIDES. The accused are party to the 
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offence of MURDER, as LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER. Similarly with health related 
deaths due to the emergency measures. 
A very significant right of the gaining a livelihood was violated on a large scale, and the accused 
aided and/or assisted by not SAFEGUARDING fundamental rights and freedoms and the Human 
Rights Code. 
 
Sections 83.01 (1) (b) and 83.231 (1) - Domestic Terrorism, and HOAX regarding Terrorism - 
The accused were parties to the offence of Terrorism and HOAX regarding Terrorism. 
The accused did cause and/or were parties to public intimidation with regards to its security 
including economic security, causing persons to do or refrain from doing any act, such as 
freedom of assembly, freedom of the right to the gaining of a livelihood, freedom to not 
breathe in one's own CARBON DIOXIDE, among other things. This recklessly endangered 
the lives of children, elderly, the vulnerable, and the healthy segment of the population. The 
accused also caused serious disruption and interference of essential services. The accused 
never supplied sworn records or sworn proof of the criteria and circumstances for a 
Declaration of Emergency and never disclosed which resources or which circumstances 
existed in section 7.0.1 (3) 2. It is deemed to be a HOAX without such sworn under oath 
DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED proof  required by section 1 of the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms. This also violates DUE PROCESS. They acted with intention and wanton and 
reckless disregard for the lives of the population, causing severe hardships, reckless child 
endangerment, and suicides. The report on the 129 day Declaration of Emergency did not 
divulge the resources, criteria and circumstances for the declaration of Emergency nor was 
it ever divulged under oath to the population at any other point. It can easily be said that the 
resources in question in section 7.0.1 (3) 2 were staples or paper clips. The accused were 
parties to the offence as the Lieutenant Governor failed to disclose sworn records 
containing proof that the alleged SARS-COV-2 virus in fact exists as Ontario public health 
has NO RECORDS. 
 "Deaths are included whether or not COVID-19 was determined to be a contributing or 
underlying cause of death as indicated in the iPHIS field Type of Death."     (source = 
https://files.ontario.ca/moh-covid-19-report-en-2020-06-26.pdf   page 14) 
"There is no question that there will be a challenge to the coming administration in the 
arena of infectious diseases," Dr. Fauci said during a speech at Georgetown University (July 
2017), adding, "the thing we're extraordinarily confident about is that we're going to see this 
in the next few years." 
One example of a very significant essential service that was seriously disrupted and 
interfered with is access to a Justice of the Peace by any member of the population. The 
"JP" office has not been processing private prosecution applications from the population to 
this day since March 2020. The population does not have access to a "JP". 
Another essential service that was seriously disrupted and interfered with is access to 
health care. 
Another essential service that was seriously disrupted and interfered with is access to 
buying food. People with exemptions are being denied access to grocery stores as well as 
other business. Interfering with access to food or essentials must be considered as 
attempted murder due to the historical nature of past mass starvations. Numerous Police 
Departments are closed to the population, an essential service interfered and/or obstructed. 
Deaths by suicides are a direct result, and the accused are also accused of MURDER, as 
LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER. 
The accused were presented with a CRIMINAL INFORMATION regarding a criminal code 
violation of FORGERY (s366) concerning the ORDERS in COUNCIL signed by the Lieutenant 
Governor, and were shown severe material alterations, erasures, obliterations, or removal, 
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or any other ways. The accused refused to take in the information thereby being parties to 
the offence. 
 
Section 122 - Breach of trust.  
The accused breached trust by acting out of self-interest while discharging a public duty. 
The accused breached trust by failure to discharge the duties imposed on them. 
Breach of trust involves abusing a position of authority for self-benefit and against the interests of 
the person to whom you owe the duty of trust. 
The accused refused to take in a report of crimes of FRAUD committed via Provincial Debt, as well 
as Federal Debt - as the accused did not want to be the one filing a report against The Lieutenant 
Governor, or Governor General among other high profile persons as this could be a career ending 
move and possibly dangerous to the life of the accused. 
The accused refused to take in a report of crimes of HOAX regarding Terrorism, Terrorism, Torture, 
and numerous other crimes committed by the Lieutenant Governor  - as the accused did not want 
to be the one filing a report against The Lieutenant Governor, or Governor General among other 
high profile persons as this could be a career ending move and possibly dangerous to the life of the 
accused. The accused breached trust by failing to SAFEGUARD EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW 
and the PROTECTION OF THE LAW. 
The accused were presented with a CRIMINAL INFORMATION regarding a criminal code violation 
of FORGERY (s366) concerning the ORDERS in COUNCIL signed by the Lieutenant Governor, 
and were shown severe material alterations, erasures, obliterations, or removal, or any other ways. 
The accused refused to take in the information thereby being parties to the offence of Breach of 
Trust. 
 
Children and teens and the unborn became debt laden. No one has the authority to put people 
born 1,000 years from now into debt. 
 
Section 126 - Disobeying a Statute.  
The accused disobeyed a statute - The Police Services Act. 
The accused were parties to disobeying section 7.0.2 (1) & (3)(1) of the Emergency Management 
& Civil Protection Act, violating the Charter of Rights & Freedoms, by not SAFEGUARDING. 
The accused disobeyed the Canadian Bill of Rights, the Constitution Act, 1982, in particular, 
sections 52, 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15, 26, 31. Accused were parties to or obstructed religious/moral 
purpose gatherings, and the gaining of a livelihood. 
A CRIMINAL ACCUSATION of FORGERY (s366), as well as HOAX regarding Terrorism was 
recklessly ignored. 
 
Section 128 - Misconduct.  
The accused misconducted themselves in the process of a criminal information being reported to 
them by negligent behaviour of not wanting to act on the information. 
The accused misconducted themselves in the process of a criminal information being reported to 
them by either failing to report the criminal information, or by making a report that may not be 
accurate - as in the accused refused to accept or report properly their conduct of ignoring or acting 
improperly by not accepting the criminal information presented to them. 
The accused misconducted themselves in the process of SAFEGUARDING the fundamental rights 
and freedoms and Human Rights Code (Police Services Act s1.2 violation). 
 
As well, there are numerous reports in a variety of medium that CORONERS are involved with 
fraudulent death certificates labelling COVID for deaths completely unrelated to the death, or if 
there were co-morbidities. Accused neglected to DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFY with proven, sworn 
under oath evidence. MEDIA reports cannot be used because many reports have been shown to 
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be false by independent citizen journalists. Deaths were labelled COVID-19 for even gunshot 
deaths. Accused did not protect and were party in some form for autopsies to no longer be 
performed, never being able to prove nor verify cases. The so called virus was never isolated nor 
purified. The PCR test is not a valid test, and the numbers have no standing. 
"Deaths are included whether or not COVID-19 was determined to be a contributing or 
underlying cause of death as indicated in the iPHIS field Type of Death."     (source = 
https://files.ontario.ca/moh-covid-19-report-en-2020-06-26.pdf   page 14) 
 
Section 139 (2) - Obstructing Justice.  
The accused refused to hear and accept a CRIMINAL INFORMATION that clearly shows 
FORGERY (CC s366) on the ORDERS in COUNCIL. The FORGERY is related to the Declarations 
of Emergencies, the Stay at home orders, the Extensions of Declarations of Emergencies, how 
LOCKDOWN SUICIDES and LOCKDOWN health deaths become Homicide/MURDER. The 
accused obstructed, perverted and defeated the course of justice. 
The accused refused to hear/accept information regarding the obstruction and interference of 
essential services, such as the population cannot have access to the Ontario Superior Court of 
Justice by way of laying a PRIVATE INFORMATION as applications have not been processed 
since March 17, 2020. 
The accused refused to hear/accept information regarding the obstruction and interference of 
essential services, such as the population cannot have access to certain grocery stores. People 
are being turned away at grocery stores. This is the tending towards the destruction of an 
identifiable group of people - (people who are exempt from the mask mandates, etc). 
The accused refused to hear and take in the information that the CHURCH OF GOD members are 
so badly discriminated within their home town of Aylmer Ontario, to the point where most members 
cannot or do not shop in their own home town. The accused refused to hear/accept about how this 
will affect those children affected. The accused refused to hear how this causes fear for their own 
security, including economic security, and again, how the children would be affected. 
The accused refused to hear how the HUMAN RIGHTS CODE was violated. 
The accused refused to hear section 1.2 of the Police Services Act mentions safeguarding the 
fundamental right and freedoms and the Human Rights Code, and how the accused have failed to 
safeguard this. 
 
Furthermore, the accused refused to hear/accept information that LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become 
MURDER. Life in prison. 
The Canadian Bill of Rights states in the 3rd sentence: 
Parliament "shall ensure the protection of these rights and freedoms in Canada". 
Parliament clearly failed and did disobey that statute. 
Disobeying a statute is criminal code violation section 126. 
Section 17 of the 1867 Constitution Act states that Parliament is the Queen, the Senate, and the 
House of Commons. 
The POLICE have a lawful duty to detain, question, and criminally charge "Parliament" - the 
Queen, every member of the Senate, and every member of the House of Commons immediately, 
and especially the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario who never DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED the 
Emergency Orders while defeating "DUE PROCESS". DUE PROCESS requires evidence, 
questioning and proving evidence, and much more. 
Parliament failed to ensure the protection of these rights as the Lieutenant Governor - Elizabeth 
Dowdeswell - signed ORDERS in COUNCIL defeating, obstructing, interfering and perverting the 
course of justice as well as our rights and freedoms to the point people are refused the ability to 
buy food - an essential service - and the hallmark of GENOCIDE. Numerous other criminal code 
violations were committed - such as: 
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S83.01 (1) (b) - terrorism - as our ability to file a criminal information with the Ontario Court of 
Justice was obstructed and interfered with. This is TERRORISM. 
 
AND because the Lieutenant Governor never once provided sworn proof of any evidence requiring 
a declaration of emergency, it is deemed a HOAX, section 83.231 (1) - HOAX regarding Terrorism. 
Defeating the course of justice is also OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE, s139(2), 10 years in prison. 
Deaths have occurred, s220 CRIMINAL NEGIGENCE CAUSING DEATH, as well as s229(c) 
CULPABLE HOMICIDE is MURDER. LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER. 
The signatures on the ORDERS in COUNCIL require Police to question the Lieutenant Governor 
on the authenticity of the ORDERS in COUNCIL, as there are signature alterations, no names of 
signed persons, no "signed at" location, no O-Reg number on signature page, and no SEAL or 
STAMP to authenticate the signatures. This is FORGERY, s366 of the criminal code. 
As well, the Ontario DEBT is about 400 Billion dollars. If we could get to a 250 million dollar 
surplus, it would take 1600 years to pay off. The FEDERAL DEBT is over 1 trillion dollars. If we 
could get to a surplus of 500 million dollars, it would take 2000 years to pay off that debt. Children 
born 1000 years from now would be forced to pay for the lives of people who lived and died 1000 
years before them. This is criminal code violation, section 380 - FRAUD. 
This is just the short list of criminal code violations by "Parliament", and the Lieutenant Governor of 
Ontario - that the accused refused to hear/accept CRIMINAL INFORMATION on. 
The accused continue to do nothing, as they have proven to do nothing to safeguard our rights and 
freedoms and the Human Rights Code, the police are Parties to the offences - section 21 criminal 
code. 
Every police officer in Ontario is required to team up and support any and all arresting officers, as 
you are able to do so as there is "equality before the law and the protection of the law" (s1(b) 
Canadian Bill of Rights), as no one is above the law including the Queen. 
There is no declared emergency. There is no demonstrably justified proof of anything, and 
therefore is no need for any measures other than charging them with criminal code violations and 
seeking a guilty charge with a LIFE IN PRISON punishment. 
 
The accused obstructed, perverted and defeated the course of justice. 
 
Section 176 - Obstructing religious services 
The accused did not SAFEGUARD freedom of assembly, as well as in relation to religious 
services, or assemblies of good or moral purpose. The accused were party to the offence by doing 
nothing to SAFEGUARD this. 
Obstructing religious services and gatherings for good or moral purposes. Emergency measures 
violated Charter section 2 (c), obstructing religious worship and/or gatherings for good or moral 
purposes. 
 
Section 180 - Nuisance.   
The accused obstructed the process of a criminal complaint being reported to them, thereby 
obstructing or interfering with a right that is common to Her Majesty's subjects. 
 
Section 218 - Reckless Endangerment of Children. 
The accused, through failing to act to safeguard and protect, did recklessly endanger the lives of 
children. Masks and social distancing damage children, actually almost everyone. Children have 
become docile on school buses and within schools. CARBON DIOXIDE, trapped within a mask will 
do this. CARBON DIOXIDE causes active rats/rodents/animals to slow down, then lie down, then 
die painlessly. CO2 is listed as a TOXIC SUBSTANCE, item #74 of the Canadian Environmental 
Protection Act, 1999. Oxygen deprivation occurs as the mask becomes a CO2 retention chamber. 
Children are berated by other children for not wearing a mask – even while exempt. 
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Section 219 - Criminal Negligence. 
The accused showed a wanton and reckless disregard for the lives of those who committed 
SUICIDE due to the LOCKDOWN measures. 
Ben Clarke (#1117) just blatantly walked away in an uncivil manner. 
The other accused officers had a total disregard for those who committed SUICIDE, as 
LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER ---- section 220 Criminal Negligence causing Death, 
and section 229(c) Culpable Homicide is Murder. The accused must have been this way since 
March 17, 2020 and show how they have behaved the whole time as they continued that reckless 
disregard for lives as shown in this information. They have been this way all along. 
 
The accused failed to protect the population from breathing in their own CO2, a known toxic 
substance, listed in the schedule as item #74 of the Canadian Environment Protection Act. CO2 is 
used to UETHENIZE rats, rodents, pigs, etc. 
 
The accused did neglect and wantonly and recklessly neglected to hear/receive any voices or 
messages from  the population that particular emergency measures and measures in general were 
harmful to the overall population – children, elderly, workers, non workers, etc.  
COVID-19 measures were not DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED at any point. The accused show a 
wanton and reckless disregard for those who have committed SUICIDE due to the LOCKDOWN 
measure, as well as information that is widely known that ISOLATION can cause SUICIDES. The 
accused did not care about specific SUICIDE ATTEMPTS, as well as specific actual SUICIDES 
that were due to the LOCKDOWN. 
 
The accused refused to accept a criminal information regarding HOAX regarding Terrorism, 
Terrorism, FORGERY, as well as numerous other criminal accusation of the Lieutenant Governor. 
 
Section 220 - Criminal Negligence causing death.  
The accused, through their attitudes via conduct, and continued conduct, are party to the deaths 
due to LOCKDOWN SUICIDES, as well as LOCKDOWN HEALTH CARE SYSTEM related deaths. 
The accused refused to hear that Lieutenant Governor of Ontario ELIZABETH DOWDESWELL did 
cause LOCKDOWN SUICIDES as a result of the DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY that was 
never accompanied by any proof, demonstrable justification, and ORDERS in COUNCIL 
documents that shows clear signs of FORGERY. 
 
The accuse are party to MURDER. In the least, isolation has suicide victims.  
The accuse supported the circumstances for suicides, especially child and teen suicides. 
 
Section 229 (c) - Culpable Homicide is MURDER. 
The accused, through their attitudes via conduct, and continued conduct, are party to the deaths 
due to LOCKDOWN SUICIDES, as well as LOCKDOWN HEALTH CARE SYSTEM related deaths. 
The accused refused to hear that Lieutenant Governor of Ontario ELIZABETH DOWDESWELL did 
cause LOCKDOWN SUICIDES as a result of the DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY that was 
never accompanied by any proof, demonstrable justification, and ORDERS in COUNCIL 
documents that shows clear signs of FORGERY. 
 
The accuse are party to MURDER. In the least, isolation has suicide victims.  
The accuse supported the circumstances for suicides, especially child and teen suicides. 
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Section 245 - Administering a Noxious substance. 
The accused were party to the offense of Administering a Noxious Substance. 
The population was forced to wear facemasks, forcing the population to breathe in a noxious/toxic 
substance. CO2 is listed as a TOXIC SUBSTANCE, item #74 of the Canadian Environmental 
Protection Act, 1999. CO2 painlessly kills and without notice or warning. 
 
Section 269.1 - TORTURE.  
The accused were party to the offense of TORTURE. 
Every element of TORTURE is satisfied as a result of the non DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED 
measures, without any protection to the population. There is NO DEFENSE for TORTURE - 
even in a public emergency. The elements of TORTURE are: isolation, monopolization of 
perception, humiliation and degradation, exhaustion, threats, occasional indulgences, 
demonstrating omnipotence, and forcing trivial demands. Suicides are a result. 
 
Section  346 - Extortion.  
The accused were parties to the offense of Extortion. 
Extortion was committed on the population by the NON DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED measures. 
 
Section 361 - False Pretence.  
The accused were party to the offense of False Pretence. 
The accused misrepresented fact based evidence, including the number of cases, the unreliable 
PCR test, case load of hospitals, which are known to be nearly empty. There is less than 1 person 
in intensive care per hospital in Ontario. 
 
Section 380 - Fraud.  
The accused did not do anything to protect children and teens from extreme government debt. As 
well, they acted outside statutory authority to assist to put babies born hundreds of years out from 
now  into debt for the lives of people who have lived and died many years before them. This 
constitutes being party to an offense of FRAUD. The measures were not DEMONSTRABLY 
JUSTIFIED to incur exorbitant costs on the adult population as well. 
Ontario Public Health, and Health Canada have no records of the isolated so called "virus". 
The Ontario Provincial debt is approximately $400 billion dollars. If the Province of Ontario ever 
could get to a surplus of $250 million dollars, it would take 1600 years to pay it off. This is FRAUD. 
The Federal Debt is at least $1 trillion dollars. If the Federal Government ever could get to a 
surplus of $500 million dollars, it would take 2000 years to pay it off. This is FRAUD. 
The accused are party to this offense by refusing to take in a CRIMINAL INFORMATION that lists 
this as one of the crimes to be reported, as well as the HOAX nature being reported that has 
escalated the size of the respective debts of the jurisdictions mentioned herein. 
The salary of the accused are paid for by DEBT. 
 
Section 423 - Intimidation. 
The accused were party to the offense of Intimidation. 
There is coercion through threats of excessive fines for non compliance of these NON 
DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED measures. 
 
Section 429 (1) - Wilfully causing EMERGENCY. 
The accused were party to the offense of Wilfully causing EMERGENCY. 
 The accused did wilfully cause affected rights and freedoms to be violated on a grand scale by 
way of order, and action in support of orders. 
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Section 430 - Mischief.  
The accused were party to the offense of Mischief. 
An extreme amount of property was interfered with in a variety of ways. Properties were rendered 
useless, inoperative or ineffective – businesses, churches, vehicles, etc. 
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I will say: 

The accused were either rude, discourteous, or unprofessional in their conduct. 

The Declarations of Emergency are deemed to be a HOAX, as fundamental justice and due 
process have been severely violated to the point of psychopathic criminality, as there were never 
any disclosure sworn under oath and presented to the population of Ontario. 

Mortalities are no different year after year, and there is no danger of major proportions as stated in 
"ONTARIO REGULATION 7/21" and "ONTARIO REGULATION 50/20" as follows: 

StatCan All‐Cause Mortalities by Week, Canada 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/71‐607‐x/71‐607‐x2020017‐eng.htm 
 

Deaths from Jan (wk 1) to October (wk 42) 

 

 

STATCAN: ALL‐CAUSE MORTALITIES (as at 2020‐11‐29) 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1310078501 

                                   2019            2020 

 

Ontario:  7 months, Feb‐Aug, inclusive:          61,090          60,610 

  (September not yet available) 

Percentage Deaths %
Change Year Growth in of

Year Deaths Over Year Population Population Population

2017 186,135 7.88% 36,732,095 0.96% 0.507%

2018 191,930 3.11% 37,074,562 0.93% 0.518%

2019 190,220 -0.89% 37,411,047 0.91% 0.508%

2020 190,905 0.36% 37,877,982 1.25% 0.504%
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Six months prior to the Declaration of Emergency, the GPMB put out a document with a copyright 
date of 2019, with a released date of September 2019, telling of a UN and WHO planned 
simulation and training exercise for the release of a lethal respiratory pathogen - by September 
2020. 

"Progress indicator(s) for September 2020" 

"The United Nations (including WHO) conducts at least two system-wide training and 
simulation exercises, including one for covering the deliberate release of a lethal 
respiratory pathogen." 

The accused failed to SAFEGUARD against FRAUDS on GOVERNMENT, as the UNITED 
NATIONS and WORLD BANK stated that there would be a training and simulation exercise in 
relation to a deliberate release of a lethal respiratory pathogen by September 2020. The accused 
refused to take in the criminal information on this matter (approx 111 pages). 

The emergency orders did not accompany any definitive DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED 
information per the act to prevent, reduce or mitigate a danger of major proportions that was sworn 
under oath and easily verified, violating the most fundamental laws, violating fundamental justice. 

On March 17, 2020, according the Government of Canada website showing "history" to that point, 
there was only one case, and one death. This is not a pandemic of major proportions. 

The accused were parties to following a path, without real justification and caused serious harm in 
virtually all areas of life. The accused caused far greater collateral damage and serious harm than 
the benefits from the emergency measures. 

There was no "emergency" that required a Declaration of Emergency. There was no situation or 
impending situation that constituted a danger of major proportion. HOWEVER, THERE IS ONE 
NOW BECAUSE OF THE EMEGENCY MEASURES and the conduct of police officers named. 
The accused recklessly endangered the lives of a significant portion of the population. The 
accused did create a danger of major proportion with the unjustified DECLARATION OF 
EMERGENCY. The accused are responsible for suicides. The accused did commit MURDER. 
 
There is never, or nearly never, any discussion of a healthy lifestyle, such as a natural food diet, 
etc. Almost nothing from officials are to strengthen the population. Severe panic was created. 
MURDER occurred. The accused are parties to the offences. 
 
The accused refused to accept the 111 page criminal information as it was being handed to them. 
The accused acted disrespectfully, and were rude, as some of the rudeness was of a nature that is 
best described as "POLITELY RUDE", or "POLITELY UNCIVIL". 

Matthew Ren (#9780) even told a complainant to go get a vaccine.  White blood cells get 
stimulated by the vaccines (immune hyper stimulation from the disease and hazardous materials 
just injected) are much bigger than the red blood cells carrying oxygen. The red blood cells have to 
squeeze like bullets through the 60,000 miles of end capillaries of the body to drop off oxygen in 
single file. The end capillaries begin to get blocked off, and  side channels get blocked off. The side 
channels get blocked off, and the end capillaries get starved of oxygen and nutrition. Red blood 
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cells are not getting through at all, leading to NO OXYGEN = ISCHEMIA at end capillaries. SILENT 
STROKES occur. The brain strokes after each vaccine. 
Each vaccine is additive. 
The way to look at this explanation in another way is to imagine that there is an emergency near 
the waters edge of Lake Ontario (for example). Large service vehicles such as fire trucks will block 
the flow of passenger vehicle traffic. Homes along the edge of the lake can easily be starved of 
passenger vehicle traffic for at least 3 minutes, some times much longer than 3 minutes. If the 
passenger vehicle represents the flow of nutrition and oxygen to the homes along the lake, and if 
starving such homes for 3 minutes would cause the death of inhabitants, this is the equivalent of 
starving the brain for 3 minutes, causing micro vascular strokes, with no ability for collateral traffic 
(in this case - blood supply) as passenger vehicles cannot reach inhabitants from the lake by cars. 
Homes along the lake are equivalent to end blood vessel territories. Roads, such as "courts" are 
also a good way of looking at this as there is no other route to a house. 
In the case of blood flow, blood flow damage to certain cranial nerves are known to cause 
respiratory arrest - sudden death, sudden infant death. 
Matthew Ren (#9780) may have wished bodily harm, possibly even death, upon a complainant. 
As end blood vessel territories get damaged, with no collateral blood supply, the damage is 
permanent as there is no rebuilding of damaged end blood vessel territories without collateral 
blood supply. Damages are additive. 
 
Matthew Ren (#9780) even rudely told a complainant to go get out of the police station due a 
complainant to not wearing a mask due to an exemption. This violated the mask bylaw. Matthew 
Ren (#9780) was very rude in doing so. 

Matthew Ren (#9780) also behaved in a manner that can be described as Unlawful or 
Unnecessary Exercise of Authority, a violation of Police Services Act, Regulation 268/10 
GENERAL, Code of Conduct, section 2(g)(iii). 

M. Taraso (#9345) refused to accept a CRIMINAL INFORMATION at Burlington City Hall 
(Saturday, September 18, 2021 between 1:00 and 3:00 PM), stating to submit the CRIMINAL 
INFORMATION to a Police Station. The reason this CRIMINAL INFORMATION against the 
accused officers is being brought forward is because Police Officers at Police Stations have 
refused to accept a CRIMINAL INFORMATION against the Lieutenant Governor. M. Taraso 
(#9345) made it just as difficult. The population cannot reach the Police with a CRIMINAL 
INFORMATION against the Lieutenant Governor. This risks every future event of trying to reach 
the Police when Police Stations refuse to accept and report a charge that is criminal or otherwise. 
An attempt to reach M. Taraso (#9345) regarding grocery stores refusing to allow customers to 
purchase food was dismissed without proper cause. Refusing to allow the purchase of food is part 
of the tending to the destruction of an identifiable group, which is the definition of GENOCIDE. 
Reaching out to M. Taraso (#9345) was an attempt to stop this increasing trend of refusing people 
the ability to buy food. 

 

Sgt Adam Houser (Burlington OPP Wednesday, September 1, 2021) kept stating that we could 
protest. He refused to hear a CRIMINAL COMPLAINT. One complainant kept mentioning a fear of 
concentration camps - "we don't want to go to the concentration camps". 
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No evidence that either pathogen is isolated, nor a basis for the Declarations of Emergencies, and 
related ORDERS in COUNCIL. It is deemed a HOAX.  
No one is getting sick from a pathogen. 
W.H.O. stated COVID-19 could be declared with no lab evidence, just clinical symptoms. 
Otherwise, there would actually have to test for a virus. The PCR test is not a valid test, and the 
results are all null and void. This would be the equivalent of pointing a digital handheld 
thermometer as a RADAR gun. A digital thermometer is not an approved instrument for testing the 
velocity of a motor vehicle, thereby making any result from a digital thermometer null and void. 
 
Now injecting people with MRNA computer simulation of a spike protein thought to be modeled off 
of the possible SARS-COV-2. An injection for the body to produce a foreign pathogen. This is not a 
vaccine for so called COVID. 
 
 
The original offenses were committed on March 17, 2020, and March 30, 2020 and all other days 
that the NON DEMONSTRABLY JUSTIFIED orders are in place - by failing to obey the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms and the Human Rights Code, failing to obey s7.0.2(1) of Emergency Act. 
Further offenses were committed on January 12, 2021 in declaring another Declaration of 
Emergency without providing any evidence for its requirement. 
The DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY was part of a UN and WHO system-wide training and 
simulation exercise of a deliberate release of a lethal respiratory pathogen. See 
documentation below (approximately 111 pages to follow). The actions taken are an 
inhumane act on a civilian population. It was planned before September 2019. There was 
only 1 case and 1 death in Canada as of March 17, 2020 - and not sworn under oath. This is 
not a Pandemic, rather a wilful creation of an emergency.  
 
"Over 45 institutions and offices around the world have been queried through Freedom of 
Information requests for records containing proof that the alleged SARS-COV-2 virus in fact exists 
or has even been isolated. The responses have yielded in total NO RECORDS. Canadian public 
health officials, including the Public Health Agency of Canada, Health Canada, the National 
Research Council of Canada and the Ontario Ministry of Health have ZERO legitimate evidence to 
support their story of a “COVID-19 virus” let alone a “COVID-19” pandemic. The virus is unproven 
and purely theoretical. They have committed FRAUD on the population." 
 

All accused acted on fraudulent orders -  see signatures of ORDERS in COUNCIL. All accused 
never cared to see the ORDERS in COUNCIL and the signatures that they were acting under. 
They were criminally negligent, and are accused of CULPABLE HOMICIDE is MURDER (s229(c) 
as well as CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE causing DEATH (s220). 

All accused failed to SAFEGUARD fundamental rights and freedoms and the Human Rights Code - 
during an emergency declaration as well as after an emergency declaration was revoked. 

Emergency Orders have no purpose other than "in times of declared emergencies" - EMCPA 
s7.0.2(1). The Reopening Act has no purpose outside of "declared emergencies", nullifying all 
orders. Only the Lieutenant Governor (unelected) may revoke orders - s5 Reopening Act. 

The accused failed to question proof for the need for a Declaration of Emergency -  when details 
were not precise. The accused are party to the offense of MURDER (s220, s229(c)) as 
LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER. There is no proof/evidence for subsection 7.0.1(3) of 
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the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act to be invoked - 3 times. Never once were the 
details disclosed that required a Declaration of Emergency, as the report on the Emergency never 
discloses the "criteria, circumstances, or resources" stated in subsection7.0.1(3) of the Act. The 
accused were presented an information detailing HOAX regarding Terrorism (and much more), and 
acted negligently by refusing to take and report the information as per:  

POLICE SERVICES ACT:      O. Reg. 268/10: GENERAL 
SCHEDULE - CODE OF CONDUCT 
2 (c) Neglect of Duty, in that he or she, 
(vi) fails to report a matter that it is his or her duty to report, 
(vii) fails to report anything that he or she knows concerning a criminal or other charge, or 
fails to disclose any evidence that he or she, or any person within his or her knowledge, can 
give for or against any prisoner or defendant, 
(viii) omits to make any necessary entry in a record, 

 
2(a) DISCREDITABLE CONDUCT, in that he or she, 
(xi) acts in a disorderly manner or in a manner prejudicial to discipline or likely to bring 
discredit upon the reputation of the police force of which the officer is a member; 

 

GPMB - GLOBAL PREPAREDNESS MONITORING BOARD 
 
 
Progress indicator(s) by September 2020  
The United Nations (including WHO) conducts at least two system-wide 
training and simulation exercises, including one for covering the deliberate 
release of a lethal respiratory pathogen. 
 

Now injecting people with MRNA computer simulation of a spike protein thought to be modeled off 
of the possible SARS-COV-2. An injection for the body to produce a foreign pathogen. This is not a 
vaccine for COVID-19. 
 
 
WITNESSES: 
 
BURLINGTON - each other officer , complainants, attendees - video/audio 
HAMILTON - FORTINOS - each other officer, complainants, attendees - video/audio 
          - Police HQ - complainants, attendees - video/audio 
          - Police Station 30 - complainants, attendees, each other officer 
TORONTO - each other officer, complainants, attendees  - video/audio 
QUEENS PARK  - each other officer - video/audio 
   - QP - complainants, witnesses - video/audio 
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EVIDENCE: 

1) DVD video/audio footage of: 

BURLINGTON:      Friday, August 20, 2021, between 1:30 PM and 3:30 PM 
   - (Sgt Kevin Alexander (#7874), Cst Devin Pinkney (#30147), Cst 
   Matthew Ren (#9780) at District 30) 
 

 Wednesday, September 1, 2021, between 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM 
   - (Adam Houser at Burlington OPP) 
   Saturday, September 18, 2021, between 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
   - M. Taraso (#9345) 

 
QUEENS PARK:  Saturday, July 24, 2021, between 12 noon and 2:00 PM - & other dates 
not specified. 
  - (Ryner (#17), Sgt Bradley Sidock, Lenis ?? (#35), Michael Logue, G.  
  Gibson (#210), S/Sgt Regan James, Jenn Moore, Justin Weese, G.  
  MacKley) 
 
TORONTO: Saturday, July 24, 2021, between 12 noon and 4:00 PM 
  - (Sgt R Forde (#7818), E. Babayev (#11454), Y. Chou (#10828), D. Huynh 
  (#66112), I. Lam (#8967), J. Mackrell (#10068) at 40 College St [HQ]) 
 
HAMILTON:  Friday, August 13, 2021, between 3:00 PM and 7:00 PM. 
   - (Nicholson (#1403), Ekter (#1488), Clayton (#520), Cst Pettit  (#675) at 
  FORTINOS) 

- (Sgt A. Gill (#  665) at Station 10) 
 
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 between 1:30 PM and 4:00 PM. 
- (Ben Clarke (#1117) at station 10) 
 
Wednesday, September 1, 2021 between 11:30 AM and 1 PM. 

  - (M. Fraser (#1419), L. Toscani (#1445), Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) at station 
  30) 

 
2) 111 pages - 1 page Form 2 CRIMINAL INFORMATION 
  - 44 page Criminal information (LG) 
  - 56 page FORGERY (CC s366) documentation/information 
  - 6 page - supplemental HOAX information 
  - 4 page - signature - summary of the worst 
 
3) Description of events on Wednesday, September 1, 2021 at Station #30 Hamilton Police: 
 
Wednesday September 1, 2021: 
 
Hamilton Police Service 
Mountain Station #30 
400 Rymal Rd. E., Hamilton, ON, L9B 1C2 
Reception: (905) 546-4930 
Fax: (905) 546-3830 
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Initially 5 complainants  there. 
 
11:45:03 AM - WE (3 of us - Persons 1, 2, & 3) go to 2 police cars in the police parking lot about 
LOCKDOWN SUICIDES BECOMING MURDER. We ask if they will take a CRIMINAL 
INFORMATION document. 
Officer M. Fraser (#1419) says "you can leave it with us", 
Officer M. Fraser (#1419)  asks what its about, we say Lieutenant Governor, officer M. Fraser 
(#1419) says no, "NO, I can't accept that." 
We say LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER, we point to a mother (person 4) who lost her 
son by way of LOCKDOWN SUICIDES BECOMING MURDER. 
  
Officer M. Fraser (#1419) , Officer L. Toscani (#1445) both refused to accept criminal information 
documentation. 
We are done with the interaction with the 2 police cars by (20:00 mark in audio) 11:48:43 AM 
 
3 of us (Persons 1, 2, & 3) then walk into the police station to report a crime. 
 
11:51:17 AM - Person 1 gets on the police  phone to report a crime to ask to talk to police officer in 
person about suicides, children, LOCKDOWN SUICIDES BECOMING MURDER. 
 
11:52:49 AM - Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) says to get out, not permitting mask exemptions. "There is 
no exemption for masks here." 
 
We asked Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) for ID, he rudely tell us to get out as Person 1 was trying to get a 
police officer to get a service call. 
 
Person 1 had to leave the phone call with the police because Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) forced us out 
of the building. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) perverted, defeated, and obstructed the course of justice - obstructing 
justice 139(2) - Person 1 was trying to file a criminal complaint. We were trying to prevent another 
suicide. 
 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) seemed to have provoked us to do something wrong. 
Person 1 was very disturbed. Person 2 doesn't trust the police anymore. 
 
OPP officer come to the station. We complain we cannot speak to the police inside or anywhere. 
We told OPP that Sgt C. Mukandi (#919)  was disrespectful. 
 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) was politely uncivil, as well as ignorant of what the law is. 
 
12:01:18 PM - Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) came out. 
We state our criminal complaint. 
 
We tell him about MURDER, he redirects to the OPP. 
 
Person 1 - tells Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) we are here to report the crime. Discusses his behaviour. 
His tone, how he talked, wanted an apology, Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) refuses to apologizes. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919)  said "we have rules". 
 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) doesn't get Lieutenant Governor right - says "lieutenant general". 
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WE showed signatures to Sgt C. Mukandi (#919). He can't absorb anything. 
Person 3 describes how the signatures are FORGERY (cc s366). 3 different styles of signatures. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) gave us a number to call. He won't take a report. 
WE asked for copy of "ORDERS in COUNCIL" on the orders he is operating under. 
 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919)  says we have to call in, he won't send an officer here. 
 
We ask what orders he is operating under. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) says "public health situation going on here". 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919)  - "I'm not going to take any documents from you." 
 
We ask for an incident number, he says, let me go in, get it. 
 
12:07:53 PM - Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) comes out. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) won't create an incident number. 
 
12:08:43 PM - Sgt C. Mukandi (#919)  - "it's not my job to know" rules about masks. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) rudely walks away. 
Done 12:09:33 PM 
 
Person 2: discrimination to treat us different - we could not go involve a police officer. 
Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) obstructed with an essential service = obstructing justice cc s139(2), cc 
s83.01(1)(b). 
Section 80/81 Police Services Act, code of conduct violations, 
Person 2: Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) would have behaved differently if he saw us recoding with a video 
recorder. 
Person 2: was talking nicely and Sgt C. Mukandi (#919) still walked away. 
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Hospital staff dancing with a dead body in a body bag with "COVID19" written at the feet.
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Hospitals are EMPTY - no "war zone" - staff have time to practice dancing = HOAX

 


